
Sensory Friendly
ChecklistWorkstation

Make your workstation comfortable and
productive at home or the office.

Sensory Friendly Solutions
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Noise at work can be the greatest distraction. 
Especially in a shared workspace. What makes 
a good workspace is one where noise levels 
are safe and noises are not distracting. Use 
a noise-canceling headset for your phone. 

And if you like to listen to music in a shared office, use noise-
canceling headphones! Moreover, your co-workers will thank 
you.

Sensory Friendly 
Workstation Checklist
A comfortable workstation is a productive workstation! 
We have complied this guide to help you set up a workspace 
that is friendly and comfortable for all of your eight senses 
(yes you have eight!).

Sense of Sound

A minimalist desk set up helps many people at 
work.  Ask yourself these questions of every 
item on y   our desk, “have I used this today?” 
or, “will I use this item today? ” If not, remove 
it from your desk.  Because clutter in our 

line of vision can be a distraction. Love your workstation (and 
yourself) by only keeping the things you use handy.  What to do 
with keepsakes and mementos?   Put them together in a basket. 
Better yet, keep them, but on rotation.  One at a time on your 
desk.  Pick a souvenir of the week to leave out.

Sense of Sight
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A big part of productive workspace design 
is being comfortable at your workstation.  
First, start simple, is the chair you sit on 
comfortable?  Are its armrests comfortable? 
Your body touches your desk furniture 
throughout the day.  It needs to be comfortable.

Let’s start with what you likely thing is the 
most obscure sense!  But do you have access 
to food and drink in your workspace?  Do 
you keep a bottle of water at your desk to 
stay well-hydrated?  Did you know that 

snacking, especially on crunchy food can help keep you more 
productive?

Sense of Taste

Sense of Balance
You might not think your sense of balance 
comes into play at your desk, but it does!  
Moving around in safe and comfortable 
postures is healthy.  Change your position, 
maintain good posture.  So stand and walk 
every opportunity you get.  Think about your 

office workspace design.  Put the printer at the other end of 
the room so that you have to get up and walk to get what you 
printed.  That is much healthier than an awkward reach over 
behind your back, with you half falling out of your seat.

Sense of Touch
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Sense of Movement
A productive desk layout is key to a healthy 
desk. Adopting awkward postures at your 
desk causes a great deal of strain on your 
body. And with poor office ergonomics, it is so 
easy to strain and evoke pain! There are many 

online resources that can help you adjust your desk and chair 
settings to best suit your needs. Try a quick search on YouTube 
for “ergonomic workstation”, and follow the instructions 
provided.

Sense of Smell
What is the air quality like in your workspace?  
Clean, fresh air is important.  Is your office 
scent-free?  Productivity at work can be 
negatively impacted by distracting scents and 
smells.

You can learn more about your eighth sense, 
interoception.  It tells you when you are hungry, 
thirsty, tired, or need to use the bathroom.  It is 
an internal body sense.  So drink lots of water and 
then get up to go to the bathroom!  Being well-
hydrated is a huge bonus to your health and work.  

And the walk breaks to go to the bathroom make you move!

Sense of Interoception
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I have adjusted my workstation so that my chair and desk are comfortable.

I have adjusted my workstation so that I am not distracted by what I see.

Sensory Friendly 
Workstation Checklist
A comfortable workstation is a productive workstation! We 
have complied this guide to help you set up a workspace that is 

I have adjusted my workstation so that what I hear helps me concentrate.

I have adjusted my workstation so that I use my sense of taste to be productive.

I have adjusted my workstation so that I move regularly while maintain good posture.

I have adjusted my workstation so that I am not distracted by what I smell.

I have adjusted my workstation to be ergonomic.

I have adjusted my workstation so that I am reminded to take breaks to 
eat, drink and go to the bathroom.



Dear Reader, 

Thank you for downloading the Sensory Friendly Workstation Checklist.

Whether you are working from home or at a co-working space or in an office 
environment, making your space comfortable and working for you will help 
you be more productive at work.

I have adult-onset hearing loss, wear hearing aids and use assistive devices.  
I know firsthand the adverse effects of a workstation that isn't set up to 
match my sensory preferences.   Many people find work too busy, too noisy 
and too bright.  Learning about all of your senses and following some simple 
steps will help you be comfortable at work.

I founded Sensory-Friendly Solutions in 2016 to help make sensory-friendly 
solutions available to people, businesses and organizations.

Sensory Friendly Solutions' resources will help you learn more about 
sensory challenges and discover sensory-friendly solutions. 

Join us on social media, download and subscribe to our podcast and visit our 
website to discover sensory-friendly solutions for everyday living.

 Sensory Friendly Solutions

With thanks,

Christel Seeberger
Founder & CEO
Sensory Friendly Solutions

sensoryfriendly.net
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https://www.sensoryfriendly.net/
https://www.sensoryfriendly.net/
https://www.sensoryfriendly.net/sensory-friendly-solutions-podcast/
https://www.facebook.com/sensoryfriendly
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sensory-friendly-solutions/
https://www.instagram.com/sensoryfriendly/
https://twitter.com/FriendlySensory
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9z7NWvtmO3dmEpdz74gj-A
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